Add “-ful” or “-less” as appropriate to the word in parentheses and use the new word to complete each sentence.

1) Dad asked me to be ________________ with the glasses. (care)
2) Ricardo said he was ________________ at computers. (use)
3) Few gadgets are as ________________ as mobile phones. (use)
4) Gavin was good at chemistry but ________________ at math. (hope)
5) Grandma was in a ________________ mood. (cheer)
6) There are thousands of ________________ families around the world. (home)
7) Charlie is the most ________________ dog we have ever had. (play)
8) Constance is adventurous and ________________. (fear)
9) Uncle Jeremy ate only a ________________ of meat. (mouth)
10) Mildred has a ________________ collection of stamps. (match)
Add “-ful” or “-less” as appropriate to the word in parentheses and use the new word to complete each sentence.

1) Dad asked me to be _______careful_______ with the glasses. (care)

2) Ricardo said he was _______useless_______ at computers. (use)

3) Few gadgets are as _______useful_______ as mobile phones. (use)

4) Gavin was good at chemistry but _______hopeless_______ at math. (hope)

5) Grandma was in a _______cheerful_______ mood. (cheer)

6) There are thousands of _______homeless_______ families around the world. (home)

7) Charlie is the most _______playful_______ dog we have ever had. (play)

8) Constance is adventurous and _______fearless_______ . (fear)

9) Uncle Jeremy ate only a _______mouthful_______ of meat. (mouth)

10) Mildred has a _______matchless_______ collection of stamps. (match)